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Movement improves well-being,  
prevents illness and  

gives us a sense of freedom.  
We need to take care of our feet  
if we want to stay happy and free. 
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Movement is a basic need and is an elementary 
prerequisite for our health. It increases well-being, 
prevents diseases and enables us to actively enjoy 
life. Our feet therefore play a major supporting 
role for our entire musculoskeletal system.

We usually only notice how important our feet 
are for our mobility, and thus our well-being, 
when problems arise – such as pressure sores or 
minor wounds, which can become a serious 
health risk for people with diabetes in particular. 
Rheumatic inflammatory diseases in the foot  
or toe area are often associated with calluses,  
misalignments and even toe deformities. These 
symptoms also require special attention.

With LucRo products, we want to give feet the 
protection and treatment they deserve. Now 
with four different shoe collections and a total  
of 204 items, we offer people with diabetes or 
rheumatism a variety of options to find their  
perfect shoe – for their individual foot shape,  
for their individual symptoms and for their  
individual taste.

On the street, out in nature or at home, LucRo 
specialist shoes give you a key piece of your 
quality of life back: the joy of movement with 
every step.

Only the best for your feet. LucRo.

Arnd Schein  
Schein Orthopädie Service KG 

Your feet play a supporting role  
in your life: give them the protection 

and attention they deserve. 

→ Foreword
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Millions of people are affected

Foot complaints are not generally 
given much attention. With diseases 
such as diabetes or rheumatism,  
however, they are anything but rare – 
millions of people in Germany are 
affected by diabetic or rheumatic foot 
complaints. These range from mild  
calluses through toe deformities up to 
the dreaded diabetic foot syndrome.

MORE THAN SIX 
MILLION PEOPLE 

live with a diabetes diagnosis  
in Germany.1

WOMEN ARE 
THREE TIMES 

MORE 
affected than men.2

1.5 MILLION 
PEOPLE

in Germany suffer from  
inflammatory rheumatic illnesses.2

Foot complaints  
COMMONPLACE WITH DIABETES 

OR RHEUMATISM
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EVERY FOURTH 
PERSON WITH 

DIABETES
will suffer from diabetic foot  

syndrome in their life.1

APPROX. 250,000 
PEOPLE 

SUFFERING FROM 
DIABETES 

already have open wounds  
on their feet.1

APPROX. ONE 
MILLION PEOPLE 
with diabetes are at an increased  

risk of open foot wounds.1

AN ESTIMATED 
EIGHT TO TEN MILLION 

PEOPLE
in Germany suffer from hallux valgus  

(painful deformity of the big toe).4

90% OF PEOPLE 
with inflammatory rheumatic 

illnesses will suffer from foot and 
ankle problems in the course  

of the disease.3

 RHEUMATISM 
PAGES 18–21

1–4 sources: see page 182

 DIABETES 
PAGES 12–17

→ Foot complaints 
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Diabetes diagnosis
WALK THROUGH LIFE  

WITH VIGILANCE

Feet need special attention

In people with diabetes, pressure 
sores or blisters caused by shoes 
that are too narrow or ill-fitting can 
quickly become a serious health 
risk. Especially when wounds are 
noticed much too late or not at all.

Untreated diabetes makes feet more vulnerable.  
On the one hand, this is due to the impaired 
metabolism, which makes the skin on the feet 
more prone to minor cracks and lesions. On the 
other hand, diabetes is associated with nervous 
irritation and damage in the long-term, which 
reduces the sensitivity of the nerves. Injuries are 
less easy to perceive, if at all. Regular, careful foot 
checks are therefore essential. 

Protective footwear can help to prevent pressure 
sores in the first place, counteracting inflammatory 
complications and even amputations at an early 
stage.



→ Diabetes

Prevent pressure on 
the foot

Avoid infections and 
amputations

Keep moving

Detect foot lesions 
at an early stage

Avoid new wounds 

THE RIGHT FOOTWEAR  
CAN HELP

DIABETES
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The diabetic foot 
KNOW, IDENTIFY  

AND PREVENT RISKS

What exactly is diabetic foot syndrome?
Diabetic foot syndrome is one of the most feared 
secondary diseases of diabetes. Either there is 
nerve damage in the foot, leading to painless 
pressure ulcers, or damage to the blood vessels 
in the foot, causing circulatory disorders. Many 
cases are present with both forms.

The risk of disease increases with age. Every 
fourth person with diabetes will suffer from  
diabetic foot syndrome in the course of their life. 

How do inflamed foot wounds occur? 
Long-term increased blood sugar levels can 
damage nerves and blood vessels. The potential 
consequences are circulatory and sensory  
disorders.

The triggers for foot infections are usually minor 
foot injuries or pressure sores, which are not 
noticed at first due to nerve damage. Pathogens 
enter the wound and a minor injury becomes a 
large, inflamed wound. Wound healing is also 
impaired due to the blood circulation disorder in 
diabetic feet. Persistent or recurring wounds may 
be the result. Treatment becomes increasingly 
difficult. Amputations are required in the worst 
cases.



→ Therapeutic remedies

Prevention is the best protection.  
People with diabetes can make a decisive  
contribution to noticing and treating 
changes to their feet as early as possible: 

→  Daily foot checks:  
Everyone with diabetes should check 
their feet for changes, preferably daily, 
so as not to miss any injuries or pressure 
sores. Family members can of course 
also help out.

→  Medical foot clinic:  
In addition to visual checks, regular  
visits to a medical foot clinic are strongly 
recommended. The more nerve damage 
(polyneuropathy) there is, or the more 
pronounced the symptoms of diabetic 
foot syndrome are, the more often you 
should be seen.

→  Wear the right shoes:  
Well-fitting and, in particular, non-re-
strictive shoes are more than important 
as a preventative measure. Orthopaedic 
shoes for people with diabetes protect 
the feet with their special features  
(see also pages 30–33). Clinical studies  
confirm that the risk of recurring foot 
ulcers can be reduced by 80% by  
wearing ‘diabetes-appropriate footwear’. 
It is also advisable to wear suitable  
footwear with socks at home and not  
to walk barefoot where possible. 

WHAT CAN  
I DO  

AS A PATIENT  
TO PREVENT  

THESE  
DREADED 

CONSEQUENCES?
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Effective foot protection
THE CLINICAL  

EVIDENCE

The LucRo classic study
The results of our clinical study carried out at 
Heinrich Heine University in Düsseldorf, Germany, 
show that suitable diabetic footwear can make a 
significant contribution in preventing foot ulcers 
and/or recurring inflammations (recurrences). 
It monitored 92 high-risk diabetic patients with 
healed foot ulcers for recurrence of foot ulcers 
over a period of 42 months. Some of the patients 
wore normal footwear, the others wore the LucRo 
classic specialist diabetes shoe. 

Latest study results on the LucRo ergonic
A recent study conducted by Dr Dirk Theodor 
Schraeder, Klinik für Technische Orthopädie, 
Physikalische Medizin und Rehabilitation (clinic 
for technical orthopaedics, physical medicine 
and rehabilitation), at the Hospital zum Heiligen 
Geist in Geseke, Germany, confirms that the 
LucRo ergonic also meets the requirements for  
a ready-made protective shoe for people with 
diabetes and is thus a therapeutic tool.

80% LESS 
ulcer recurrence in the first year of 

wearing LucRo classic

Results of the 
LucRo classic 

study

Many new 
wounds

Few new 
wounds

New foot ulcers 
Patients without  

LucRo classic

Recurrence-free 
Patients with  
LucRo classic



→ Diabetes
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Rheumatism diagnosis
DON’T  

LET IT STOP YOU

Break free of the vicious circle 

Movement improves quality of life 
and well-being. But if you suffer from 
rheumatism, you quite often feel the 
exact opposite: pulling, tearing pain 
with every movement. Deformations 
and stiffness in the joints can also 
aggravate the situation. 

Reason enough for many affected persons to 
reduce their physical activity to the minimum. 
Yet it’s precisely this that increases painful  
symptoms. It’s a vicious circle you must break – 
with pain relief and the promotion of pain-free 
movement. 

Choosing the right footwear can help a great deal. 



→ Rheumatism

Reduce pain when 
moving

Relieve ankles

Provide optimal care for 
foot deformities

Bring back the joy 
of movement

THE RIGHT FOOTWEAR  
CAN HELP

RHEUMATISM
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The rheumatic foot
REDUCE PAIN,  

RELIEVE ANKLES

What is rheumatism exactly?
Rheumatism is a collective concept that includes 
around 100 different diseases caused by inflam-
mation. The medically correct term is ‘rheumatic 
diseases’. The term ‘rheumatism’ is Greek in origin  
and means ‘pulling, tearing pain’. This is also  
precisely what the different forms of the disease 
have in common: pain and restricted movements.

The most common rheumatic disease is wear- 
related, degenerative joint disease – primarily 
arthrosis. There are also the inflammatory joint 
diseases. Rheumatoid arthritis occurs most  
frequently. With this disease, the body’s defences 
are misdirected: the immune system fights its 
own joints and various tissues. Women are 
affected two or three times more often than men. 

What happens when the feet are 
affected?
With a rheumatoid disease, the feet and/or the 
hips and toe joints can also be affected. The most 
common symptoms of rheumatoid arthritis in 
the foot are pain, swelling and stiffness, which 
usually occur bilaterally, i.e. on both ankles. This 
can impair the gait and foster the development 
of corns, calluses and toe deformations. Hallux 
valgus (big toe bunion), hammer toes and claw 
toes are among the most common defects. 

Hallux valgus

Hammer toe

Common toe defects 
with rheumatism

Claw toe



→ Rheumatism

WHAT CAN  
I DO  

AS AN AFFECTED 
PERSON  

TO REDUCE PAIN 
 AND RELIEVE  
THE JOINTS?

Rheumatism has no cure, but there is still  
a lot we can do to enable people with  
rheumatism to lead a life as free from 
symptoms as possible. In addition to  
medical treatment and surgical inter-
ventions, the patients themselves can  
also help to reduce pain and promote 
quality of movement.

→  The right diet: 
A healthy diet agreed with your doctor 
is an important addition to rheumatoid 
medications and can help to relieve  
discomfort. It can also help against  
obesity, which puts additional strain  
on joints.

→  Joint-friendly sports:  
Physical activity has a beneficial effect 
on the joints of people with rheumatism. 
It strengthens the muscles, stabilises 
the gait and soothes pain. Joint-friendly 
endurance sports such as swimming, 
cycling, t’ai chi or water aerobics can help.

→  The right footwear:  
Shoes also have a key part to play in 
the treatment of rheumatism. Extra-soft 
materials are used to make orthopaedic  
specialist shoes, like the LucRo shoe, for  
people with rheumatism. In combination  
with their expansive volume, they give 
toes sufficient freedom of movement. 
Shock-absorbing soles, support inserts 
and flattened heels ensure optimal 
pressure relief and contribute to an 
improved gait.



Finding the right footwear 
together
Whether you have diabetic foot syndrome 
or rheumatic discomfort, you don’t have 
to choose the right footwear alone. There 
are various experts available to help people 
with diabetes or rheumatism:

→  The doctor  
who makes the diagnosis checks the 
health of your feet and prescribes a 
suitable specialist orthopaedic shoe in 
the case of an appropriate indication.

→  The orthopaedic (shoe) technician  
who uses various measurements and 
in-depth knowledge to select the right 
shoes for you as an individual, and can  
also make further necessary adjustments.

→  The shoe manufacturer  
who makes and develops specialist 
orthopaedic shoes in close consultation 
with physicians and orthopaedic shoe 
technicians, based on current scientific 
research.

The foot experts
FOR PEOPLE WITH DIABETES  

OR RHEUMATISM
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THE 
MONOFILAMENT

checks surface perception.

Determining  
foot sensitivity

Pressure measurements
In addition to determining the sensitivity of the 
foot, measuring the pressure distribution of the 
foot is part of every shoe fitting. Pressure peaks 
often promote the emergence of wounds under 
the foot. This makes an even pressure distribution 
under the sole all the more important. 

A simple observation of the soles when standing 
is done using a podoscope or a digital scanning 
system. The electronic measurement optimises 
the quality of individual care: this makes docu-
menting the outcomes of the treatment course 
easy and sustainable. When making orthopaedic 
inlays adapted for diabetes, pressure measurement 
in the shoe is required by your statutory health 
insurance company.

Measuring the pressure distribution 
of the foot for the perfect shoe fit

Pressure under 
the sole

→ Shoe selection

THE  
TIPTHERM 

checks the foot’s temperature  
sensitivity.

Digital foot  
scanning system 

DigiPED

THE  
TUNING FORK

checks depth perception.



Out into nature,  
INTO A FULL LIFE

    The new LucRo collection
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LucRo
sportic

Trendy colours

Diabetes-friendly 
foot protection

Stability on slippery  
surfaces

Sturdy functional and  
leisure shoe

Athletic fit

PERFECTLY 
EQUIPPED
for strolls and walks  

as well as other  
leisure activities

→ New LucRo sportic collection

NEW!
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LucRo sportic
ACTIVE EVERY DAY

Movement is the best medicine

Movement is not only healthy, it  
is also beneficial. In people with 
diabetes, it helps to reduce blood 
sugar levels. People with rheumatism 
can stop or slow down the progress 
of joint wear through regular 
movement.

But just as important: physical activity also  
promotes emotional well-being, and therefore 
overall quality of life. Being physically active 
doesn’t have to be in a sports club or gym. It can 
be a long walk, a group trip into the countryside 
or a forest hike. The LucRo sportic is perfect for 
just this.



→ New LucRo sportic collection

Just like the other three LucRo shoe  
series classic, kinetic and ergonic, the  
latest collection also ensures perfect  
all-round protection that takes the  
pressure off the foot and reduces the  
risk of recurrent diabetic foot syndrome. 

→  Anti-slip and weatherproof:  
With its sturdy sole, its weather-resist-
ant material and athletic fit, the new 
LucRo sportic is the ideal outdoor 
shoe alternative to your solid everyday 
shoe. On gravel paths, hiking trails or 
cross-country – it gives feet a secure 
hold without pressure. 

→  Innovative ‘rebound effect’: 
A special material in the midsole – an 
innovative particle foam, which creates 
what is known as the rebound effect in 
the latest running shoe models from 
well-known sporting-goods manufac-
turers, is also used in the new LucRo 
sportic. The special feature of the new 
sole material: if a high level of pressure is 
created when stepping, the sole imme-
diately springs back to its original form. 
At low pressure, the material cushions 
the foot and absorbs the energy. This 
means the shoe wearer needs much 
less energy when walking and the 
joints are relieved.

Collection pages 110–141

LUCRO SPORTIC: 
FUNCTIONAL  

AND  
SPECIALIST  

SHOE IN ONE
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LucRokinetic
LucRoclassic

LucRo 
THE BEST FOR EVERY FOOT

The LucRo kinetic is the slimmer-cut alternative 
that also provides ulcer-recurrence protection.

The feature of the LucRo kinetic line is a modified 
fit. We have given the last form a slimmer and  
narrower rear foot in the heel. This gives the shoe  
a different look and ensures an optimised heel 
guide especially for slimmer heels. 

Perfect all-round protection plus:

 → last in a narrower natural form

 → special kineticBags in the soles that relieve  
the joints

 →  large and diverse selection of 46 models

Pages 78–109

The LucRo classic can protect against recurring 
ulcers in diabetic foot syndrome with almost 
80% certainty.

This was clinically proven in a 42-month study (see 
also page 16). But pressure relief and protection 
against recurring ulcers are certainly not 
everything the LucRo classic has to offer.

Perfect all-round protection plus:

 → anatomically shaped, classically formed last

 → large and diverse selection of 72 models

Pages 38–77

The classic one The slimmer one

Clinically
tested
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LucRoergonic
LucRosportic

→ Collections overview

New to the range: the specialist shoe for people 
with diabetes who want more active leisure time.

The latest LucRo collection also has the protective 
properties for diabetes-friendly foot care. Thanks 
to its anti-slip sole and sturdy design, it ensures 
stability especially over rough terrain.

 
Perfect all-round protection plus:

 → last in a narrower natural form

 → anti-slip, sturdy TPU outsole 

 → innovative, joint-protecting midsole

 →  large and diverse selection of 48 models

Pages 110–141

In addition to proven ulcer-recurrence protection, 
the LucRo ergonic also provides ideal features 
for rheumatism care.

A recent diabetes study shows that the LucRo 
ergonic effectively protects against recurring foot 
ulcers. Its joint-friendly features also reduce the 
symptoms of rheumatism patients. This is why the 
LucRo specialist shoe is listed for both indications.  

Perfect all-round protection plus:

 → last in a natural form

 → stiffening sole for optimum pressure distribution 
(must be firmly glued in for diabetes!)

 → large and diverse selection of 38 models

Pages 142–173

The sporty one The adaptable one

Clinically
tested

  NEW TO THE RANGE!
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Three interchangeable 
stiffening soles

LucRo features 
GOOD DESIGN ON THE OUTSIDE, 

GOOD PROTECTION ON THE INSIDE

Breathable Sympatex  
membrane for weather-resistant  

LucRo boots
The use of a breathable Sympatex membrane in 

LucRo boots makes them 100% waterproof.  
This intelligent combination of materials  

guarantees freedom of movement in all weather 
conditions. It is made from recyclable, harmless 

polyether-ester and is therefore  
absolutely environmentally and  

skin-friendly. 

100%  
waterproof

  Trendy designs  
just like a modern  

everyday shoe
Classic or athletic fit, narrow foot shape or 

expansive volume – in addition to optimum 
all-round protection, all LucRo collections have 

another thing in common: their appealing 
design. The therapeutic benefit that comes  

with each LucRo shoe is packaged in a  
modern-looking shoe perfect for every day.

Interchangeable  
stiffening soles  

for LucRo ergonic
Depending on the indication and individual 

form of your complaints, you can choose 
from up to three different stiffening soles. 

Note: In the case of diabetes, the stiffening 
sole must be glued in firmly!
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→ LucRo design features

Midsole with  
‘rebound effect’  

in the LucRo sportic
A special midsole material made of expanded 

thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) ensures comfort 
and excellent running characteristics. The sole 
immediately rebounds into its original shape  

after stepping. Running therefore requires less 
energy and joints are relieved: the so-called 

rebound effect.

Wide opening makes it easy  
to put them on

No pressure should be applied to the foot, 
even when putting on the shoes. Thanks to 
its wide opening, it’s easy, comfortable and 

safe to step into the LucRo shoe.

Soft, high-quality  
upper materials

We use sophisticated and high-quality 
materials from sustainable production  
(see also pages 34–35). Selected LucRo 

ergonic models are also available with stretch 
leather, which offers people with rheumatism 

in particular additional comfort.

Joint-friendly  
kineticBags in the  

LucRo kinetic
The kineticBags specially  

incorporated in the outsole absorb  
the impact energy and ensure  

additional joint relief.
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LucRo features 
PERFECTION DOWN  
TO THE LAST DETAIL

Wide opening makes 
them easy to put on

Anatomically shaped 
lasts for ideal fit

Pressure-reducing, soft 
cushioning around the 
entire shaft

Elongated rear cap for stable 
and optimal heel guide

No toe cap to give  
additional protection  
to the delicate forefoot

Fully seam-free,  
breathable microfibre 
lining
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M
+10

→ LucRo design features

Four different widths
The four widths S, M, W and +10  

(10 mm additional shaft height) offer a 
good selection of care options in each 

LucRo shoe collection.

Relieving sole with heel and  
forefoot roll for controlled rolling

LucRo outer sole for even pressure 
distribution under the foot

Different outer soles depending 
on LucRo collection

Three-part, shock-absorbing insole  
made from special soft foam

Different firmness in front  
and rear foot

Stiffening element

Stiffened insole with LucRo classic,  
kinetic and sportic
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Our quality promise
SUSTAINABLE  

AT EVERY STEP 

→  artisanal  
Excellent quality for over 130 years 

→  sustainable 
Sustainability is a key quality feature in 
our own processes and supplier selection

→  medical and scientific  
Medical efficacy of LucRo classic and 
ergonic demonstrated by clinical studies

→  independently tested 
Independent and external quality 
inspection as well as quality manage-
ment certified by TÜV Rheinland

QUALITY  
YOU CAN  

TRUST

The highest standards in material and 
production
As a responsible family business, it is a matter of 
course for us to produce exemplary quality. Our 
high quality standards don’t just apply to our 
products, but to the entire business. The issue 
of sustainability also plays a decisive role. This 
applies to our own manufacturing processes as 
well as to the choice of our material suppliers.  
We only work with qualified manufacturers  
who meet our high standards of high-quality 
processing and sustainable production.

TÜV-certified quality management
We request an independent, external quality 
inspection every year. Since 1997, our company’s 
performance has been distinguished by the TÜV 
Rheinland quality-management certificate. This 
certifies that our work processes are systematised 
and the manufacture of high-quality products is 
ensured. 
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→ LucRo quality

ENVIRONMEN-
TALLY FRIENDLY  

LucRo leather – beautifully  
worked, sustainably sourced

Environmentally friendly leather  
production
Tannins are an important part of preserving animal 
skins and making them into leather. These days, 
chemically produced tanning agents are generally 
used to meet modern needs. The key here is  
correct implementation, taking account of all 
environmental protection requirements. This 
applies to the tanning process as well as to the 
disposal of chemical substances. 

We only use appropriate and sustainably produced 
leather types so you can always be sure of the 
highest quality at LucRo.

The alternative:  
purely vegetable-based tanning
One alternative to chemical tanning is vegetable 
tanning. This uses only tannins from nature, such 
as extracts of wood or rhubarb. No artificial or 
synthetic additives are used. This process is one 
of the healthiest for humans and the environment. 
Vegetable-tanned leather also protects skin flora. 
This process costs the tanner much more effort 
and time: the entire manufacturing process up 
to the finished leather can often take up to two 
years. The residues from vegetable tannins are 
easy to recycle and are used as agricultural  
fertilisers. 

This symbol tells you which 
 LucRo shoes are made from pure 

vegetable-tanned leather.

KIND  
LEATHER

VEGETABLE 
TANNING
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Foot protection at home
COMFORT THAT  
GOES FURTHER

LucRo slipper models
You are always moving, especially at home.  
People with diabetes should not go barefoot 
here either, and should ensure adequate foot 
protection. We bring the LucRo comfort you’re 
used to into the home with our various slipper 
styles. 

Easy to step into, lightweight and made with  
soft materials – you’ll want to wear them and  
feel good all the time.

LucRo socks for even more protection
Our special LucRo socks have all the features 
you need for optimum foot protection. Unlike 
normal socks, they are padded across the entire 
sole area. As they are hand-knotted, no pressure 
points occur in the toe area and the elastic-free 
soft cuff also does not exert any pressure. The 
material composition is particularly skin-friendly. 
Silver fibres in the cotton also have an antibacterial 
effect.

LucRo Komfort 
diabetic socks

with all the features for 
optimum foot protection
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→ LucRo additions

Only a fully functional shoe provides  
optimum protection. With a little care  
and careful handling, you can retain that 
special LucRo quality for a long time.

→  Give your shoes a rest: 
Changing your shoes after a single wear 
and giving them a rest for 24 hours  
significantly extends the life of your 
LucRo shoes. 

→  Change your insoles regularly:  
They can lose their functionality after  
a time due to high stress. 

→  Use a shoehorn: 
This means you’ll protect the extended 
rear cap and get the optimum heel guide. 

→  Let your shoes dry at room  
tempera ture: 
Slow drying (never place them in front 
of a heater) and regular care with a high- 
quality shoe polish or nubuck stick  
protects the leather from drying out. 

→  Protect your shoes before  
the first wear: 
By spraying the upper material with a 
protective spray (preferably regularly), 
the shoes become better protected 
from moisture.

→  Regularly brush the leather:  
Regular care with leather brushes and 
care creams (LucRo care accessories, 
see page 176) means you will maintain 
the high quality of the leather.

IMPORTANT LUCRO 
CARE TIPS 



Four different 
widths

Seamless, padded  
microfibre lining

Anatomically shaped 
classically formed last



LucRoclassic

→ LucRo classic Damen
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→ LucRo classic women

FOR  HER



Monika
Pages 43–44

Sylvia
Page 48

Marisa
Page 46

Ilona
Page 50

Doris
Page 53

Fiona
Page 55

Anita
Page 45

Hildegard
Page 55

Yvonne
Page 49

Frieda
Page 55

Andrea
Page 51
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Sandals  
From page 42

Shoes  
with Velcro/laces 
From page 47

Boots 
From page 52 

Slippers 
From page 54 

 

→ LucRo classic women

LucRo classic
WOMEN’S COLLECTION



 
LucRo classic

SANDALS



LucRo classic MONIKA

Monika
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→ LucRo classic women’s sandals

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

22320 calfskin nappa/patent black/bordeaux  34–45 S, M, W shaft

22321 calfskin nappa white/beige  34–45 S, M, W shaft

22325 nubuck beige/cognac  34–45 S, M, W shaft

Model

22321
Item no.

22325
Item no.

22320
Item no.



LucRo classic MONIKA

Monika

44

→ LucRo classic women’s sandals

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

22328 nubuck ocean 34–45 S, M, W shaft

22423 goatskin nappa metallic bronze/sand  36–43 S, M, W shaft

22425 goatskin nappa metallic sand/bronze  36–43 S, M, W shaft

22425
Item no.

22328
Item no.

Model

22423
Item no.



LucRo classic ANITA

Anita

45

cl
as

si
c 

W
O

M
EN

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

22400 calfskin nappa black 36–43 M, W S, shaft

22401 calfskin nappa pearl 36–43 M S, W, shaft

22403 antiqued calfskin nappa brown 36–43 M S, W, shaft

22409 goatskin nappa metallic anthracite 36–43 M S, W, shaft

Model

22409
Item no.

22403
Item no.

22401
Item no.

22400
Item no.



LucRo classic MARISA

Marisa

46

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

22063 goatskin nappa metallic bronze 36–43 M S, W, +10, shaft

22065 nubuck  camel 36–43 M, W S, +10, shaft

22066 vegetable nappa red 36–43 M S, W, +10, shaft

→ LucRo classic women’s sandals

Model

22063
Item no.

22066
Item no.

22065
Item no.

KIND  
LEATHER

VEGETABLE  
TANNING



cl
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W
O

M
EN

 
LucRo classic

SHOES



Sylvia

LucRo classic SYLVIA

48

→ LucRo classic women’s shoes with Velcro 

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

22040 buckskin/nubuck black 34–45 S, M, W, +10, shaft /

22046 vegetable nappa red 36–43 M S, W, +10, shaft

22049 antiqued calfskin nappa grey 36–43 M, W, +10 S, shaft

22445 goatskin nappa metallic sand 36–43 M S, W, +10, shaft

22445
Item no.

Model

22040
Item no.

22046
Item no.

22049
Item no.

KIND  
LEATHER

VEGETABLE  
TANNING



Yvonne

49

cl
as
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W
O

M
EN

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

22300 calfskin nappa/nubuck/
patent

black/bordeaux
 

36–43 M, W S, +10, shaft

22301 calfskin nappa white/beige  36–43 M S, W, +10, shaft

22301
Item no.

Model

22300
Item no.

LucRo classic YVONNE



LucRo classic ILONA

Ilona

50

→ LucRo classic women’s shoes with Velcro 

22363
Item no.

22362
Item no.

22360
Item no.

Model

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

22360 calfskin nappa/patent black/bordeaux   36–43 M, W, +10 S, shaft

22362 vegetable nappa black 34–45 M, W, +10 S, shaft

22363 goatskin nappa metallic bronze/sand  36–43 M S, W, +10, shaft

KIND  
LEATHER

VEGETABLE  
TANNING



LucRo classic ANDREA

Andrea

51

cl
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W
O

M
EN

→ LucRo classic women’s shoes with laces

22190
Item no.

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

22190 calfskin nappa/patent black/bordeaux  36–43 M, W S, +10, shaft

22495 goatskin nappa metallic sand 36–43 M S, W, +10, shaft

Model

22495
Item no.



 
LucRo classic

BOOTS



Doris

53

cl
as

si
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W
O

M
EN

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

22150 calfskin nappa Hydro black 36–43 M, W S, +10, shaft

22159 goatskin nappa metallic/
fur

anthracite/grey
 

36–43 M S, +10, shaft

→ LucRo classic women’s boots with Velcro

Model

22159
Item no.

22150
Item no.

Hydro
water-resistant leather

LucRo classic DORIS



 
LucRo classic

SLIPPERS



Hildegard

Frieda

LucRo classic FRIEDA

Fiona

LucRo classic HILDEGARD

LucRo classic FIONA

55

cl
as
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c 

W
O

M
EN

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

22394 felt beige 36–43 S, M, W shaft

22399 felt grey 36–43 S, M, W shaft

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

22413 felt/ 
antiqued calfskin nappa

beige 36–43 M, W S, W, shaft

22419 felt/nubuck grey/black  36–43 M, W S, W, shaft

→ LucRo classic women’s slippers

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

22384 felt/nubuck beige 36–43 M, W S, shaft

22389 felt/nubuck grey 36–43 M, W S, shaft

Model

22399
Item no.

22394
Item no.

22413
Item no.

22419
Item no.

Model

22389
Item no.

Model

22384
Item no.



Four different 
widths

Seamless, padded 
microfibre lining

Anatomically shaped  
classically formed last



LucRoclassic
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FOR  HIM

→ LucRo classic men



Eric
Page 61

Paul
Page 63

Walter
Page 68

Achim 
Page 62

Harald 
Page 65

Sven
Page 69

Oliver
Page 63

Volker
Page 66

Thorsten
Page 67

Peter
Page 62

Wolfgang 
Page 66

William
Page 71

Fritz
Page 77

Björn 
Page 72

Philip
Page 70

Jens
Page 74

Falko
Page 77

Frank
Page 75

Kurt 
Page 75

Heinrich
Page 77

Lars
Page 72



cl
as

si
c 

M
EN

Sandals  
From page 60

Shoes  
with Velcro/laces 
From page 64

Boots 
From page 73 

Slippers 
From page 76

→ LucRo classic men

LucRo classic
MEN’S COLLECTION



 
LucRo classic

SANDALS



Eric

LucRo classic ERIC

61

cl
as

si
c 

M
EN

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

21270 nubuck black 37–50 S, M, W shaft

21273 nubuck brasil 37–50 S, M, W shaft

21276 calfskin nappa cognac 40–47 S, M, W shaft

21278 vegetable nappa grey 40–47 S, M, W shaft

→ LucRo classic men’s sandals

Model

21276
Item no.

21278
Item no.

21270
Item no.

21273
Item no.

KIND  
LEATHER

VEGETABLE  
TANNING



LucRo classic ACHIM

Achim

Peter

LucRo classic PETER

62

→ LucRo classic men’s sandals

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

21190 calfskin nappa black 40–47 M, W, shaft S

21192 calfskin nappa cognac 40–47 M, W S, shaft

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

21200 calfskin nappa black 40–47 M, W, shaft S, +10

Model

21192
Item no.

21190
Item no.

21200
Item no.

Model



Paul

Oliver

LucRo classic OLIVER

LucRo classic PAUL

63

cl
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M
EN

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

21090 calfskin nappa black 40–47 M, W +10 S, shaft

21095 calfskin nappa cognac 40–47 M, W, +10 S, shaft

21096 nubuck brasil 40–47 M, W, shaft S, +10

21097 nubuck camel 40–47 M S, W, +10, shaft

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

21240 calfskin nappa black 40–47 M, W, +10 S, shaft

Model

21240
Item no.

21090
Item no.

21097
Item no.

21096
Item no.

21095
Item no.

Model



 
LucRo classic

SHOES



Harald

65

cl
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c 

M
EN

→ LucRo classic men’s shoes with Velcro

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

21360 calfskin nappa/nubuck/
fabric

black 40–47 M, W S, shaft

21365 calfskin nappa/nubuck/
fabric

camel/desert/ 
mottled brown   

40–47 M, W S, shaft

21360
Item no.

21365
Item no.

LucRo classic HARALD

Model



LucRo classic WOLFGANG

Wolfgang

Volker

LucRo classic VOLKER

66

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

21440 calfskin nappa black 40–47 M S, W, shaft

21443 calfskin nappa cognac   40–47 M S, W, shaft

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

21330 buckskin black 37–50 M, W, +10 S, shaft

21333 nubuck brasil 40–47 M, W S, +10, shaft

→ LucRo classic men’s shoes with Velcro

21440
Item no.

21443
Item no.

Model

21330
Item no.

21333
Item no.

Model



Thorsten

LucRo classic THORSTEN

67

cl
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M
EN

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

21020 calfskin nappa/nubuck black 37–50 S, M, W, +10, shaft /

21025 calfskin nappa cognac 40–47 M, W S, +10, shaft

21029 antiqued calfskin nappa grey 40–47 M, W S, +10, shaft

Model

21020
Item no.

21029
Item no.

21025
Item no.



LucRo classic WALTER

Walter

68

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

21370 vegetable nappa black 37–50 M, W, +10 S, shaft

21373 vegetable nappa brown 40–47 M S, W, +10, shaft

21379 vegetable nappa grey 40–47 M S, W, +10, shaft

→ LucRo classic men’s shoes with Velcro

21370
Item no.

21373
Item no.

Model

KIND  
LEATHER

VEGETABLE  
TANNING

KIND  
LEATHER

VEGETABLE  
TANNING

KIND  
LEATHER

VEGETABLE  
TANNING

21379
Item no.



LucRo classic SVEN

Sven

69

cl
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M
EN

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

21050 buckskin black 37–50 S, M, W, +10, shaft /

21053 buckskin chestnut 37–50 S, M, W, +10, shaft /

Model

21050
Item no.

21053
Item no.



Philip

LucRo classic PHILIP

70

→ LucRo classic men’s shoes with laces

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

21180 calfskin nappa black 37–50 M, W S, +10, shaft

21185 calfskin nappa cognac 40–47 M S, W, +10, shaft

Model

21185
Item no.

21180
Item no.



LucRo classic WILLIAM

William

71

cl
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M
EN

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

21280 calfskin nappa black 37–50 M, W, +10, shaft S

21285 calfskin nappa cognac 40–47 M S, W, +10, shaft

21285
Item no.

Model

21280
Item no.



Björn

LucRo classic BJÖRN

LucRo classic LARS

Lars

72

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

21030 calfskin nappa black 37–50 M, W S, +10, shaft

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

21040 buckskin black 40–47 M, W, shaft S, +10

→ LucRo classic men’s shoes with laces

21030
Item no.

Model

Model

21040
Item no.



cl
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c 

M
EN

 
LucRo classic

BOOTS



LucRo classic JENS

Jens

74

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

21260 calfskin nappa Hydro black 37–50 M, W, +10 S, shaft

21263 nubuck Hydro brasil 40–47 M S, W, +10, shaft

→ LucRo classic men’s boots with Velcro

Model

21260
Item no.

21263
Item no.

Hydro
water-resistant leather

Hydro
water-resistant leather



Frank

LucRo classic FRANK

LucRo classic KURT

Kurt

75

cl
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M
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Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

21310 vegetable nappa black 40–47 M S, W, +10, shaft

21313 nubuck Hydro brasil 40–47 M S, W, +10, shaft

21320
Item no.

Model

21310
Item no.

21313
Item no.

Model
KIND  

LEATHER
VEGETABLE  
TANNING

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

21320 calfskin nappa Hydro  
with warm lining

black 37–50 M, W, +10 S, shaft

→ LucRo classic men’s boots with laces

Hydro
water-resistant leather

Hydro
water-resistant leather



 
LucRo classic

SLIPPERS



Fritz

Falko

Heinrich

LucRo classic FRITZ

LucRo classic FALKO

LucRo classic HEINRICH

77

cl
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M
EN

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

21389 felt/nubuck grey 40–47 S, M, W shaft

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

21409 felt/nubuck grey/black  40–47 M, W S, shaft

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time  
four weeks

21399 felt grey 40–47 S, M, W shaft

→ LucRo classic men’s slippers

21399
Item no.

Model

Model

21389
Item no.

Model

21409
Item no.



78

Seamless, padded  
microfibre lining

Anatomically shaped 
narrow, natural-form last

Special kineticBags 
for additional joint 

relief 



LucRokinetic
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FOR  HER

→ LucRo kinetic women



Elke
Page 88

Ingrid
Page 83

Sabine
Page 87

Brigitte
Page 86

Kerstin
Page 84

Gabriele
Page 89

Franziska
Page 93

Eva
Page 89

Angelika
Page 91
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W
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M
EN

Sandals  
From page 82

Shoes  
with Velcro/laces
From page 85

Boots 
From page 90 

Slippers 
From page 92 

 

→ LucRo kinetic women

LucRo kinetic
WOMEN’S COLLECTION



 
LucRo kinetic

SANDALS



LucRo kinetic INGRID

Ingrid

83

ki
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Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time 
four weeks

25050 calfskin nappa black 34–45 S, M, W shaft

25055 nubuck desert 36–43 S, M, W shaft

25056 vegetable nappa red 36–43 S, M, W shaft

25059 goatskin nappa metallic/
embossed snakeskin

anthracite/grey
 

36–43 S, M, W shaft

→ LucRo kinetic women’s sandals

25055
Item no.

25056
Item no.

25059
Item no.

25050
Item no.

KIND  
LEATHER

VEGETABLE  
TANNING

Model



LucRo kinetic KERSTIN

Kerstin

84

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time 
four weeks

25350 calfskin nappa black/anthracite  36–43 S, M, W shaft

25351 calfskin nappa/patent pearl/bordeaux  36–43 S, M, W shaft

25353 goatskin nappa metallic bronze/sand  36–43 S, M, W shaft

→ LucRo kinetic women’s sandals

Model

25351
Item no.

25353
Item no.

25350
Item no.
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LucRo kinetic

SHOES



LucRo kinetic BRIGITTE

Brigitte

86

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time 
four weeks

25020 calfskin nappa black 36–43 M, W S, shaft

25023 goatskin nappa metallic bronze 36–43 M S, W, shaft

25026 vegetable nappa red 36–43 M S, W, shaft

25029 goatskin nappa metallic anthracite 36–43 M S, W, shaft

→ LucRo kinetic women’s shoes with Velcro

KIND  
LEATHER

VEGETABLE  
TANNING

Model
25026

Item no.

25020
Item no.

25023
Item no.

25029
Item no.



Sabine

LucRo kinetic SABINE

87

ki
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EN

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time 
four weeks

25070 calfskin nappa/patent black/bordeaux  34–45 S, M, W, +10 shaft

25375 goatskin nappa metallic sand/bronze  36–43 M S, W, +10, shaft

25379 goatskin nappa metallic/
embossed snakeskin

anthracite/grey
 

36–43 M S, W, +10, shaft

25375
Item no.

Model

25379
Item no.

25070
Item no.



Elke

LucRo kinetic ELKE

88

→ LucRo kinetic women’s shoes with Velcro

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time 
four weeks

25110 calfskin nappa/nubuck black 36–43 M, +10 S, W, shaft

25112 antiqued calfskin nappa taupe/white  36–43 M, W S, +10, shaft

25117 vegetable nappa black 36–43 M, W S, +10, shaft

25313 goatskin nappa metallic bronze 36–43 M S, W, +10, shaft

Model

25112
Item no.

25110
Item no.

25313
Item no.

25117
Item no.

KIND  
LEATHER

VEGETABLE  
TANNING



Gabriele

Eva

LucRo kinetic GABRIELE

LucRo kinetic EVA

89
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→ LucRo kinetic women’s shoes with laces

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time 
four weeks

25100 antiqued calfskin nappa black 36–43 M S, W, +10, shaft

25102 antiqued calfskin nappa taupe/white  36–43 M, W S, +10, shaft

25309 goatskin nappa metallic anthracite 36–43 M S, W, +10, shaft

25030
Item no.

Model

Model 25309
Item no.

25100
Item no.

25102
Item no.

Item no. Material Colour Size Width 
ex stock

Delivery time 
four weeks

25030 calfskin nappa black 36 – 43 S, M, W +10, shaft


